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SAVE TIME & MONEY
I N T R O D U C I N G  T H E  R C A  H O T E L  H U B

The RCA H.U.B. makes it easy to update 

and adjust settings on every TV in your 

hotel. The traditional way of cloning 

takes hours, with RCA H.U.B. it takes 

minutes.

With RCA H.U.B. create custom content, 

on a custom hotel channel. Add video 

files, unique content or advertising to 

play on a house channel in every room.

Map channels, and set features in no 

time with the RCA H.U.B. Use the RCA 

H.U.B. Software to export settings data 

to a TV channel for remote installation, or 

by USB. Saving hours of setup time.

Update every TV in the hotel 
in minutes, not hours.

Custom content on a custom 
Hotel Channel

Map channels & settings from 
a PC Application
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COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS

THE RCA TV HOTEL UNIVERSAL BROADCAST SYSTEM

Manage your existing cable or satellite provider’s channel lineup with the RCA H.U.B. . With 
the H.U.B. it is easy to update, remove & reorder channels using the H.U.B. software. The RCA 
H.U.B. works with most major 3rd party content providers.

Provide custom entertainment for your guests with the RCA H.U.B. The H.U.B. works with a 

channel multiplexer to organize new channels for your tailored content. Send data, digital 

signage, and broadcast transport streams with the RCA H.U.B. System. 

Easy to use RCA H.U.B. software interface allows users to fine tune their TV settings fast. With 

RCA H.U.B. send signals through an existing coaxial cable network. Saving valuable time.

Update TVs from your laptop or desktop computer with RCA H.U.B Software. Simple drag & 

drop features make updating TV settings a breeze. See pictures (right) for more details.

3rd Party Content Providers

Generate Unique Content

Quickly Update TV Settings

RCA H.U.B Software

 Drag & Drop

 Quick Access

 Advanced Feature Control

Easily drag & drop TV settings you want to 
change.

Quick access to all features and settings 
available on your TV.

Easy settings control, with numerical input, 
and drop down selections.

The RCA H.U.B. (Hotel Universal Broadcast) system, increases in-room entertainment 

options, while reducing hidden costs of TV ownership. These hidden costs are the 

hours of labor required to maintain a TV network. Updating channel lineups and TV 

settings is costly when you must visit every hotel room. Using the existing coaxial 

cable network, the H.U.B System connects to all TVs on the property. Adjust and tune 

settings from your computer using the H.U.B. Software. When ready, update signals 

are sent to all TVs at once. Reprogramming them in minutes. Eliminating hours of labor, 

and saving both time and money. RCA’s H.U.B System also provides a boost to in-room 

entertainment. Manage your existing cable or satellite providers channel lineup. Create 

custom content for guests, including movies, digital signage, event notifications and 

more. With the TV H.U.B. from RCA, spend more time entertaining your guests. Less 

time maintaining your TVs. Learn more about the TV H.U.B. System below.

Learn more about the key features of RCA HUB below:

SOFTWARE FEATURESQuickly Update TVs from your Computer...
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